Abstract: Often, the information is sensitive or private in nature and these sensitive data when mined violates the privacy of the individuals. Privacy preserving data mining (PPDM) mines the data but intends to preserve the privacy of susceptible data without ever actually seeing it. This paper recaps the important techniques in PPDM like anonymization, perturbation and cryptography. Nowadays, data mining is extensively used when the data is distributed among multiple parties. This paper highlights the research carried out in privacy preserving distributed clustering. Clustering is an effective method to discover data distribution and patterns in datasets. Significant research in privacy preserving distributed clustering is shaped on k-means clustering algorithm with secure multiparty computation (SMC). This work focuses on the previous development, existing challenges, and upcoming trends in privacy preserving kmeans clustering with horizontally and vertically distributed data.
Introduction
In recent years, there is huge advancement and development in network technologies, internet, computing applications as well as data mining programs. The governments, corporations, organizations and individuals collect a large volume of digital information. This has brought great opportunities in the research area of data mining. Data mining technology discovers patterns, associations, performs classification and prediction from data [1] . Several applications like social networking, medical domain and banking utilize the data mining technology to analyze the data from various viewpoints and summarize it into worthwhile information. Many organizations accumulate and hold a bulk capacity of data which is further processed by data mining tools to raise the revenue or lessen the costs or both [2] .
In numerous circumstances data is private or valuable, where data possessors hesitate to disclose their sensitive information. Alternatively, the individual's private data if published or disclosed may raise legal, ethical or privacy concerns. With the increase in technology, it is easy to retrieve and mine precise data which is linked to other datasets. The traditional data mining technology and algorithms directly function on the original dataset which may lead to the leakage of private data. As a result, the research area of data mining considers privacy as a significant concern [3] .
Privacy preserving data mining (PPDM) is an important area to study in data mining which deals with various privacy issues. PPDM is a duo of data mining and information security ensuring data privacy [3] , [4] . Thus, PPDM allows data mining algorithm to process data without ever actually seeing it. So, private data remain private even after the mining process. The PPDM technique aims at the following.  It should prevent the extraction of confidential information.  Data mining techniques should not be compromised.  The computational complexity must not be high.
 It should ensure non-disclosure of private data.
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 highlights the concepts in privacy preserving data mining. Section 3 explains distributed clustering in privacy preserving, emphasizing on the k-means algorithm. The concept of secure multiparty computation is explained in Section 4. The various research approaches in privacy preserving distributed clustering along with data distribution is captured in section 5. At last, section 6 concludes the article with future directions.
PPDM: A Study
Privacy preserving data mining is an interesting research zone which explores how the privacy of data can be upheld either before or after applying data mining methods to the data. In the field of data communication and data mining or knowledge discovery, privacy preservation of sensitive or private information is an important area which needs special attention. The pioneering work in the arena of privacy preserving was instigated by Agarwal et al. [3] and Lindell and Pinkas [5] . The objective of their work was to mine facts from users' personal data without revealing the data items. The next section describes the privacy preserving data mining framework and its classifications.
PPDM Framework
The three level frameworks for privacy preserving data mining are depicted in Figure 1 . The first level is a transaction phase. In this level, raw data is gathered from single or multiple sources or systems. These collected data is then preprocessed or transformed to fit into the desired format and is kept in a data warehouse. In the second phase, data mining algorithms are applied on data to infer the knowledge. It is ensured that data mining algorithms are adapted so that it protects privacy without giving up its main intention. The third phase is the output phase where results are generated [6] . 
PPDM classification hierarchy
Most of the time, the application using data mining guess that the data is from a single central source data mining or data warehouse. If single repositories data is violated then entire data may be revealed which is a threat to privacy. One of the ways to escape from the above scenario is to avoid a centralized warehouse and construct a distributed system which reduces the data exchange [7] . Figure 2 demonstrates the centralized and distributed scenario of classifying PPDM and the techniques used. The main focus of this paper is distributed scenario which is explained in the next section. Anonymization techniques as the name suggests, covers the individuals sensitive information among group records either by removing or encrypting [8] . Data removal technique, data generalization technique, data suppression technique, swapping technique, permutation technique can be exploited to achieve anonymization. Generalization technique replaces the value with semantically reliable value whereas; suppression technique blocks the value. The conventional model in anonymization is k-anonymity [9] which leads to several further types of researches. The work [10] describes the improved versions of this technique such as kmanonymization, l-diversity, t-closeness, etc.
Data perturbation method distorts the original data so as it does not reflect true values which ensure the privacy. Data swapping is one of the perturbation techniques. Here the data values are exchanged or swapped between the records so as to preserve privacy. Alternatively, another technique is randomization which adds noise to data to hide real data [11] . Both centralized and distributed scenarios cope up with perturbation technique. The paper [12] , [13] describes the approaches used in distributed settings. Perturbation technique impacts the result of data mining which has to be solved. The work in [12] introduces to study carried out on geometric data. The paper [13] is constructed on Principal Component Analysis, it clusters the distributed datasets.
In the distributed scenario, cryptographic techniques are widely used. The paper [3] is on distributed ID3 which is an efficient privacy preserving protocol. The work in [5] describes the cryptographic techniques for PPDM which is based on Oblivious Transfer. Pseudonymization and SMC are the two main techniques in cryptography based systems. Pseudonymization is a combination of anonymization and data encryption. This technique uses pseudonyms by which linking two records become un-linkable. It is a reversible technique which requires encrypting only metadata so computational overhead can be decreased [14] .
Consider the scenario of revealing private data to the referring parties. This is not a breach of privacy whereas; revealing information to other parties is a breach. Secure multiparty computation (SMC) is such a technique which can ensure privacy in distributed environments. SMC includes homomorphic encryption, secret sharing and circuit evaluation [15] . Section 4 explains SMC in more detail with respect to distributed clustering. Table 1 summarizes the different techniques used along with its strengths and weakness. 
Privacy Preserving Distributed Clustering
Clustering is an empirical unsupervised learning process in data mining. Clustering process learns data distribution and patterns in underlying datasets. Clustering can be defined as the method of organizing entities into meaningful clusters whose members are similar in some way [16] . The important applications of clustering are in the fields of social networking, medical domain and banking, marketing, climate. In the scenario of distributed datasets, the clustering method is performed on the aggregated datasets from multiple parties.
There exist plenty of techniques and algorithms for clustering. Each algorithm has its own strengths and weaknesses, so it is used rendering to the essential application and data type. In the field of data mining, there are many clustering methods like hierarchical methods, density based, partitioning based, model based methods etc.
There exists a partitional, fuzzy, hierarchical or nested algorithm in clustering [17] , [18] . The prominent algorithm in this class is k-means clustering [4] , [19] . This paper illuminates the k-means clustering algorithm and the research carried out regarding distributed data.
K-means clustering Algorithm
K-means clustering is a method to group records or items into k clusters such a way that items fits into the cluster through the closest center [20] , [21] . The k-means clustering begins with initializing the desired number of clusters that needs to be designed for the datasets. Later k imitation objects are formed as the initial cluster centers which are allotted randomly.
Further, the algorithm continues by interchanging between assignment and update steps. In assignment step, the distance from k cluster centers to every record is calculated and each object is allocated to the nearest mean. To compute the distance matrix Euclidean, Manhattan, or Minkowski can be used [22] . In the update stage, the cluster centers are updated in accordance with the records in each cluster. The steps are recurred until there is no change in cluster centers or until the desired iteration is reached.
Let's assume there are n data points say x 1 , x 2 , . . ., x n of real numbers in m dimensional vector. Let 'k' be the number of desired clusters. Initialize, c 1 , c 2 , . . ., c k as the new cluster centers. Then the k-means algorithm proceeds as follows.
1. Randomly select 'k' cluster centers. 2. Calculate the distance between each cluster centers and every data point.
Repeat a) Assignment
Step: Assign each data entity to the nearest cluster center b)Update Step: Update the centers for each cluster 4. Until there is no variation amongst old and new cluster centers. The distance between cluster center c i and data entity x i can be calculated using the equation (1) .
The cluster centers c i having {x 1 , x 2 , . . ., x n } can be updated using the equation (2) .
Distributed k-means clustering
In distributed clustering [2, 23] , the dataset is partitioned among n parties. Each party desires to mutually cluster their datasets without leaking any sensitive information. Assume that party A has datasets{x 1 , . . . , x a }, and party B has datasets {x a+1 , . . . , x b } and party C has {x b+1 , . . . , x c } datasets and so on. It is noble to cluster the combination of datasets of the multiple parties than clustering the individual data set and then aggregating the result. The update step explained in the k-means algorithm needs to be modified for distributed dataset. In the scenario of distributed clustering with the presence of a trusted third party (TTP), multiple parties locally implement the computations. The new cluster centers are calculated by interacting with the TTP.
Secure Multiparty Computation (SMC)
In the scenario of secure multiparty computation (SMC), data is distributed among multiple distinct yet connected parties. All parties cooperate to securely compute the final result without revealing their individual data to any party. SMC can be used as a cryptographic alternate to a trusted third party (TTP) as TTP is expensive and is hard to find one. The idea of secure two-party computation was initiated by Yao [24] .It was later extended in the work by [25] to fit into multiple parties. There are two types of adversaries in SMC. Passive adversary is also known as semi-honest model. Though, it satisfies the directions with its correct input, it has the liberty to use what it sees during the execution. The other adversary is malicious model [26] .
Privacy and correctness are the vital necessities of any secure computation. Privacy holds when parties know only their output nothing outside what is undeniably required. When each party obtains its correct output correctness holds good. For the developed protocol security must be ensured. In terms of cryptography, the protocol is secure if the protocol exhibits probabilistic nature. The secure multiparty computations uses cryptographic or randomization method. In randomization, noise is added to the data. This prevents identifying the real data [9] . The next section briefs out important techniques in secure multiparty computations.
Homomorphic Schemes
The homomorphic property allows operating on cipher values and obtains cipher value as results. In privacy preserving clustering technique, homomorphic public key cryptosystem is used to securely compute the distances matrix and cluster centers. The two main homomorphic techniques used in privacy preserving distributed clustering are homomorphic encryption and secret sharing [27] . Homomorphic encryption is public key encryption which is semantically secure. It satisfies the following property.
Where m1 and m2 are the texts and E is the function for public key encryption. One of the widely used homomorphic technique for distributed clustering is Paillier encryption [28] .
Secret Sharing
Secret sharing is another very popular homomorphic scheme used in clustering distributed datasets. Initially, Shamir and Blakley [29] used this technique. Here the secret of one party is distributed amongst other parties in such a way that recovering the secret by one party all alone is not possible. There should be minimum threshold number of parties say t among n parties to gather the secret. The retrieval of secret fails if less than t parties try to find the secret. This technique is additively homomorphic [30] .
Circuit Evaluation
The concept by Yao [23] is the fundamental work for evaluation circuit. Many encryption protocols in privacy preserving use this concept [27] , [30] . Here a scrambled boolean circuit consisting of encryption values is used for function evaluation. Here the input is divided between the parties. The main advantage of this circuit is that the parties cannot learn anything apart from the result. As each bit requires encryption, this method is expensive. This approach is widely used in k-means clustering algorithm to securely find the distance.
Research on k-means distributed clustering: Review
K-means clustering algorithm is widely accepted technique used for clustering huge datasets in privacy preserving data mining [27] . This section brings out the various research works carried out on k-means clustering over different data distribution. Nowadays, databases are distributed among two or more parties. In Privacy-Preserving Distributed Data Mining (PPDDM) multiple participants jointly achieve a data mining task on the private data of all the participants ensuring that the participants have no knowledge of others data [31] .This scenario fetches the aggregated result on the multiparty datasets.
Data partitioning or distribution is mainly categorized into horizontal and vertical distribution. There are other models exists as well, one of them is the combination of horizontal and vertical partitioning called as arbitrary partitioning [7] . In the distributed environment, multiple parties virtually have their combined data. Horizontally partitioned data is also known as homogeneous distribution [32] . In this scenario, multiple parties have a similar type of information for different entities. Figure 3 illustrates horizontal partitioning among three parties. Consider the example of multiple parties holding student datasets. Here each party has student data belonging to different colleges. The imaginary database contains whole student database from all colleges.
In heterogeneous partitioning or vertical partitioning of data, multiple parties have different facts of the same set of objects [7] . Fig 4 depicts the scenario of vertically partitioned datasets between two parties, where Party1 holds patient information while Party 2 has bank details to the corresponding individual. As the dataset is distributed across multiple locations, the k-means algorithm requires modification depending on the data distribution. The next section depicts the work carried out in k-means clustering over data distribution. Licensed Under Creative Commons Attribution CC BY distance computation to cluster centroids will not breach privacy. But, the count of objects in each cluster is required to update the cluster centers which may lead to privacy risk. Another threat in horizontal distribution is randomly choosing the initial cluster centers. In this scenario, care must be taken to disclose the intermediate cluster center among multiple parties.
The research by Jha et al. [33] is one of the revolutionary works in privacy preserving data mining. In this work author proposes two protocols for clustering the horizontally distributed data based on k-means algorithm. This scenario demonstrates two parties participating in the clustering activity. The very first approach termed OPE is constructed on oblivious polynomial evaluation whereas the second approach termed DPE is assisted by homomorphic schemes. With respect to communication cost and computing, DPE appears to be efficient. The protocol is setup on semi-honest advisory model. This technique involves locally computing the distance between centroids and entities. Here, though the datasets of each party is kept private, the cluster centers are disclosed.
Saeed Samet et al. [22] have proposed a way out to privacy preserving clustering in the multiparty environment. This protocol does not reveal the count of entities in each cluster, but always discloses the intermediate cluster centers. Sankita et al. [23] used elliptic curve cryptography to preserve privacy over horizontally distributed datasets. This technique uses semi-honest advisory model. In this approach, multiple party uses ring topology to communicate among them. 
Research on k-means vertically distributed clustering
In the scenario of vertically distributed clustering, multiple parties have different facts of the same set of objects. So, there is no threat to privacy by the selection of initial cluster centers. In the case of computing the distance between entities to centroids, there might be a hint of data exposure. One more threat is while assigning each entity to the closest cluster. There might be a chance of exposing the total count of entities in each cluster while updating the centroids.
Vaidya et al. [34] first provided the solution to vertically distributed data. This protocol involves multiple parties and built on the semi-honest model. The concept of secure permutation and the homomorphic scheme is used to find the distance between objects in multiple parties. This protocol uses Yao's evaluation circuit [24] . Here, the total object count in each cluster as well as intermediate cluster values is revealed.
Doganay et al. [35] followed the approach of Vaidya with additive secret sharing instead of homomorphic technology. This approach used four non-colluding sites to lower the computation and communication cost. Samet bet al. [22] proposed another approach for clustering vertically distributed data using secure sum and secure multiparty addition. In the work of Zekeriya Erkin et al. [2] used a service provider, who performs clustering without a decryption key and also does not learn anything about the content of sensitive data. Here homomorphic encryption for distributed environment is used for protecting subtle intermediary values and the ultimate clustering tasks. Secure permutation, Yao evaluation circuit Homomorphic encryption Doganay et al. [35] n>3 Additive secret sharing Samet et al. [22] n Secure sum, Secure multiparty addition Erkin et al. [2] n Encryption, Homomorphic schemes
Conclusion
In this contemporary world, preserving privacy of knowledge mining is very significant. This article presents a general outline on popular PPDM techniques and highlights their strength and weakness. The studies indicate the tradeoffs between privacy, accuracy, security, information loss and overhead in computation. This paper focuses on remarkable work in privacy preserving clustering with horizontal and vertical data distribution. In the scenario of k-means clustering, rigorous care must be taken to protect the information like intermediate cluster assignments, count of entities in each cluster, cluster centers. Finally, vital secure rules are desired to implement distributed clustering to preserve the privacy of multiple parties. 
